holding a card: notes about the card as an object and about some objects
appearing in the photo novel:
- first side of the photo-novel card is first for the left-handed
-> with your left hand you hold it where there is white space left and images are on your right.
- probably you flipped the card already many times in your hands - so the
relation to where the story is set is already there, even we can’t know
this from looking only at the first page.
- first side -> it’s an introduction. it is about waiting in silence -> about
someone/camera looking at somebody waiting
-> about what hands do in the expectations, holding small objects in the
palm of a hand to make yourself comfortable or making waiting convenient ... it’s like flicking pencil in between writing to provoke a thought

“a tool like a stick” - it’s an object created by Céline Mathieu - she distributed it to the audience on the presentation of a Yellow Press Periodical #5, where she published a text “on the comfort that objects can bring”
- I keep take-away materials from the exhibitions and public presentations
-> as references
->to expose the interconnectedness in thinking
->

- two hands on the bottom image hold a card, you can read “bling bling”
and the design reminds on scratch cards.
-> in between going somewhere and coming back there is a moment
when everything can change -> a step into gambling, for a chance to
come -> movement towards risk taking
- anyways, it is not the ‘real’ scratch-card - this one is picked from the
exhibition at SD-Worx and it’s created by the artist An Onghena -> after
scratching it, the text appeared “art is what you can get away with”
-> you can’t read it on the card because the picture is to small, but it’s
there.

